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Getting Started- Initial Levels Stages of Yellow
How to Use the IRLA

Initial Assessment Protocol: 1-3Y 

1 Investigate current relationship with reading: Do you like to 
read? Why or why not? What are you reading now and why? 

2 Go to the IRLA Entry Requirements for 1Y.

4

Select a Cold Read Text3
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 1Y Independent Reading Level Assessment .01 - .09
 Entry Requirement 

Student  ________________________________________ Teacher ___________________________ Room  _______ Date Started ________

Evidence/Date Date 
Completed

Sentence Pattern and 
Picture Reading

CCSS F.K.1a

Pattern/Picture Integration: After the 
first sentence or two of a Yellow book 
is read aloud, remember it and use the 
pictures to “read” the rest of the book so 
that it makes sense. (The “reading” does 
NOT need to match the words or letters 
on the page to enter 1Y, but it should 
make sense given the pictures.)

See Pattern/Picture 
Integration Check 

on page 5 or use any 
unfamiliar Yellow text 

(Cold Read). 

Yes or No Titles Dates

A reader who is proficient at the above enters 1Y with .01 points.  . 0 1
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 1Y Entry Requirements: Pattern/Picture Integration Check 
                           

Text/Picture Teacher Actions Unsuccessful Student
The text below is an example. Any Yellow text, including 
any of the Cold Read Texts, can be used for this entry 
check.
Student must remember the pattern and “read” the 
picture to begin 1Y.

Teacher hands the student one of the Yellow Cold Read 
Texts (or any Yellow text). 
Will you please read this to me?
If the student can read the first sentence independently, 
STOP and re-level the student. The student is probably 1G 
or higher. 

I see the dollar. If the student can’t read the words independently, teacher 
reads the first sentence to the student, pointing to each 
word as she reads it.  
This says, I see the dollar.

I see the frog. Teacher reads the second sentence to the student, 
pointing to each word as she reads it.  
This says, I see the frog. 
Now you try it.  What does the next one say?

I see the cat. If student says I see the (anything reasonable, e.g., cat, 
kitten, little baby cat, toy, black and white toy, big eyes), 
praise him and have him continue. 

DO NOT CORRECT FOR ANY READING OF INITIAL 
CONSONANT SOUNDS, WORD ACCURACY, ONE-TO-ONE 
CORRESPONDENCE, SPEECH, etc. All you want to know is 
whether or not the student can remember the sentence 
pattern and come up with a reasonable idea to go with the 
picture.

If the student is unsuccessful, repeat the first 2 
sentences above.
There is a pattern. Can you figure it out? Stop at this 
sentence again.  
What does this one say?

If student still is unable to figure it out, repeat the 
first 2 AGAIN, and then read, I see the cat.
 
Now you try it.  What does this one say?

I see the cup. If the student can successfully remember the pattern and 
come up with a reasonable idea to go with the picture on 
each page, the student is at least 1Y. 

Check 2Y Entry Requirements. 

If the student has no idea what to do, stop. The 
student is RTM and not ready for 1Y. See page 
1 for a description of Read-to-Me and ideas for 
immediate, intensive intervention.

1Y

Read aloud the first sentence 
or two of a Yellow book (or 
Cold Read). A 1Y reader will 
remember that beginning 
sentence and use it to “read” the 
rest of the book. (The “reading” 
does not need to match the 
words or letters on the page 
to enter 1Y, but it should make 
sense given the pictures.)

5 If reader cannot do this: DONE. 
Reader is RTM and level can now 
be entered into SchoolPace. 
If reader can do this, check Entry 
Requirements for 2Y on page 14.
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Wolves

by Joi Washington
American Reading Company

Joi WashingtonJoi Washington
WOLVESWOLVES

 Yellow Cold Read Text B

Coaching 1-3Y
1Y I’ll read the first two pages, then you read the rest.

2Y Remember to point to each word as you say it.

3Y Get your mouth/lips ready to make that first letter sound. What do you see in this picture that starts with that sound?

You can see the wolf. You can see the e�es.

e�es

You can see the teeth.

teeth

You can see the ton�ue.

ton�ue�aws

You can see the �aws. You can see the �a��es.

�a��es

You can see the wolf.

You can see the paws.

You can see the eyes.

You can see the tongue.

  You can see the teeth.

You can see the babies.

You can see the e�es
e�es

You can see the teeth
teeth

�aws

You can see the ton�ue
ton�ue

You can see the �a��es
�a��es

3Y2Y

6 Ask the student to 
point to each word 
while s/he reads. 
You are checking 
to see if a student 
uses his/her finger 
to touch each word 
while skipping 
over the spaces 
between words.

When coming to the one new word on each 
page of a Yellow book and before scanning the 
picture for clues, a 3Y reader will produce the 
sound of the initial consonant. S/he will then 
scan the picture for the main idea that starts 
with that letter sound.  
You are checking to see 
if a student uses a word 
that matches the main 
idea of the picture and 
starts with the same 
initial sound.

If reader cannot do this: DONE. 
Reader is 2Y and level can now  
be entered into SchoolPace. 
If reader can do this, check Entry 
Requirements for 1G on page 28.

8

97 If reader cannot do this: DONE. 
Reader is 1Y and level can now be 
entered into SchoolPace. 
If reader can do this, check Entry 
Requirements for 3Y on page 18.
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Wolves
by  Joi Washington

American Reading Company

Joi WashingtonJoi Washington
WOLVESWOLVES

You can see the wolf. You can see the eyes.

eyes

You can see the teeth.

teeth

You can see the tongue.

tonguepaws

You can see the paws. You can see the babies.

babies

 2Y Entry Requirements: Cold Read Text B
®

Coaching 2Y
Stage 1.  I’ll read the first two pages, then you read the rest.

Stage 2.  Remember to point to each word as you say it.

Stage 3.  Get your mouth/lips ready to make that first letter sound. What do you see in this picture that starts with that sound?

Acceptable Answers:
“You can see the paws.”
“You can see the feet.” 
“You can see the legs.”
“You can see the toes.”
“You can see the claws.”
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Wolves
by  Joi Washington

American Reading Company

Joi WashingtonJoi Washington
WOLVESWOLVES

You can see the wolf. You can see the eyes.

eyes

You can see the teeth.

teeth

You can see the tongue.

tonguepaws

You can see the paws. You can see the babies.

babies

 2Y Entry Requirements: Cold Read Text B
®

Coaching 2Y
Stage 1.  I’ll read the first two pages, then you read the rest.

Stage 2.  Remember to point to each word as you say it.

Stage 3.  Get your mouth/lips ready to make that first letter sound. What do you see in this picture that starts with that sound?

Acceptable Answers:
“You can see the teeth.”
“You can see the tongue.”

If a student’s first language is not 

English, do whatever you can to get a 

sense of her literacy level in her native 

language(s). 

This information will better prepare you 

to assess and teach her in English. For 

example, a student who is 1G in English 

but a grade-level Bronze reader in 

Spanish needs very different supports 

than a student who is at a similar  

level in both languages.

Note
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Academic Vocabulary Infrastructure for Leveling

This locator provides information about a reader’s academic vocabulary acquisition. The 
locator is intended to be used as a supplement when determining a reader’s level. These 
lists are neither comprehensive nor sufficient, but as long as the student hasn’t practiced 
them, they will give you an idea of whether his or her working vocabulary is sufficient to 
comprehend text at each level. The most important indicator of a student’s reading level 
should always be his or her ability to understand the meaning of the text. 

DO NOT give copies of this page to students. 
DO NOT teach or drill these words out of context.

To confirm a reader’s level: 
Have the student select 3 words from a column, 
providing a synonym or short definition for 
each word. Repeat with 3 words selected by the 
teacher.

DO NOT allow students to use the word in a 
sentence in lieu of providing a definition.

WT BK OR PU 1BR 2BR SI GL
1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration1 amateur abandoned barrier abruptly abolish adjacent alluvial aberration
2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 2 betray absorbed bellowed abundant audible affirmative amnesty agrarian 
3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic3 brilliant astonish beneficial annual chaos ambiguous archaic apocalyptic
4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal4 capture burrow circulate aroma concede civilian autonomy banal
5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate5 disbelief central concealed bewildered civilly commerce blatantly capitulate
6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan6 erupt century decrease contemplate culture concede condescending charlatan
7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted7 exclaim confided defiantly decade dialect controversial crescendo disconcerted
8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy8 glared corridor departed elevated economy currency deplete idiosyncrasy
9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous9 gazing destination diminish emerge edible dissent enmity incredulous
10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure10 glimmer dim estimate equivalent humility domesticated gaunt infrastructure
11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid11 muttered dwelling extend flee instinctively federation heresy languid
12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous12 pleaded enviously frequently frail irregular finite heterogeneous nebulous
13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious13 prey fragments glimpse gesture kinship inaugurated ironic ostentatious
14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize14 probe glanced horizon hastily legendary intermittent martyr ostracize
15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious15 protested hesitate inhabit horizontal monotony ominous monotheism propitious
16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue16 provide humiliated marine massive mutely precedent paradox queue
17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate17 quiver images mythical native perpendicular premeditated peripheral reiterate
18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary18 recently inquired partially perpetual parallel raucous reconcile rudimentary
19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable19 scowled peered previous propaganda perilous skeptical subtle venerable
20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes20 shallow rarely vast vicinity vague sparse synthesis vicissitudes

To enter a color level, a student should correctly define 5-6 words. 
An entry-level Wt reader may not 
know these words, yet (see Wt Entry 
Requirements: Vocabulary Check).
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Phonics Infrastructure for Leveling

This locator provides information about a 
reader’s control of phonics. The locator is 
intended to be used as a supplement when 
determining a reader’s level. The most 
important indicator of a student’s reading 
level should always be his or her ability to 
understand the meaning of the text.

1G/2G 1B 2B 1R 2R
am am ham hammer hammering Samuel
an an man candle candlelight piano

and and sand sandy understand handicapped
at at bat battle scratchy attention
ow down frown howling Mrs. Dowerdy touchdown
et get met wetter stretch McGettigan
in in skin Kevin invited skinnier
it it pit quitter splitting situation

up up pup puppies upsetting Tupperware
as as ask basket basketball Alaska
or or for force forgotten original

aw saw draw drawing strawberry Mr. Awbrighten
ee see seed sweeping screen McKeesport
ill will Bill chilly Hillary William
all all tall tallest Dr. Wallington altogether
ig big wig ignore ignorant figures

ame came blame blaming shameful Mrs. Amesworthy
ay day clay player playfully payable

ake make bake taking mistaken shakeable
oo too moo tooth toothache foolishly

Have the reader:
1. Read across a few rows until it becomes clear which column contains words the student is 

unable to handle independently. Do not provide any help of any kind.
2. Back up to the highest column the student has been able to read independently and have 

him or her read down that column.
The highest level at which the student can read at least 70–80% (14–16) of the words is his or 
her phonics level. This is not necessarily his or her reading level, because you haven’t checked 
comprehension in actual text.
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1R Entry Requirements

 1R Independent Reading Level Assessment 2.00 - 2.49
 Entry Requirements: Cumulative Record 

Student  ________________________________________ Teacher ___________________________ Room  _______ Date Started ________

Evidence/Date Date 
Completed

Phonics
CCSS F.2.3

Decode Most Regular 3-Syllable Words 
Decode most 3-syllable words that follow a 
regular vowel pattern (wonderful). 

See Phonics Survey
on page 101. Minimum 
score of 20.

Scores Dates

Word Recognition
CCSS F.2.3f

Read 1R Tricky Words
Recognize and read 1R irregularly spelled 
words.  

See Tricky Words on 
page 102. Minimum 
score of 30.

Scores Dates

Comprehension
CCSS F.2.4

CCSS RL/I.2.1

Read and Comprehend Unfamiliar 1R 
Text
Apply Foundational Skills (Word-Solving)
Use a combination of decoding skills, sight 
words, and context clues to read 1R text 
with 98-100% accuracy. Stop and try again 
if something doesn’t look right, sound right, 
or make sense. 

Apply Reading Standards 
(Comprehension) 
Determine what a 1R text says explicitly and 
makes logical inferences from it. 

See Cold Read Record
on page 103. Minimum 
score of 6 on one Cold 
Read Text.

Scores TitlesScores Titles Dates

A reader who is proficient at all of the above enters 1R with 2.00 points.  2 . 0 0

 Entry Requirements: Cumulative Record



1 Investigate current 
relationship with reading: 
Do you like to read? Why or why 
not? What are you reading now 
and why? 

Have the student select a 
Cold Read that they haven't 
read before to demonstrate 
fl uency and comprehension. 
If a minimum score is not 
met, try a Cold Read 
at an earlier level.

2 Use the Phonics 
Infrastructure and/or 
Vocabulary Infrastructure 
to determine where to 
begin testing. 

4Go to the IRLA level indicated 
by the Phonics or Vocabulary 
Infrastructure

3

1G

 1G Independent Reading Level Assessment .60 - .99 Independent Reading Level Assessment .60 - .99
 Entry Requirements: Cumulative Record 

Student  ________________________________________ Teacher ___________________________ Room  _______ Date Started ________Student  ________________________________________ Teacher ___________________________ Room  _______ Date Started ________

Evidence/DateEvidence/Date

Word 
Recognition
CCSS F.K.3c

Know 25 Power Words at Flash Speed
Read at least 25 high-frequency words by sight 
(out of context).  Words selected using the following 
resources: Dolch, Fry et al. (2000), Johns & Lenski (1997), 
Pinnell & Fountas (1998), Zeno et al. (1995).

See Power Words 
Check on page 27. 
Minimum score of 25.

Scores

Phonics 
CCSS F.K.3a

Make the Primary or Most-Frequent Sound 
for Each Consonant
When trying to figure out an unfamiliar word, 
get mouth into the ready position for, or say 
the sound of, the initial consonant, then figure 
out what would make sense given the context 
clues, self-correcting when necessary.  

Can get mouth ready 
to make the sound 
for a minimum of 14 
consonants.

Comprehension
CCSS F.K.4

CCSS RL/I.K.1

Read and Comprehend 1G Text
Apply Foundational Skills (Word-Solving)
Use a combination of initial sounds, sight 
words, and context clues to read 1G text with 
purpose and understanding. A transitional 1G 
reader may be working out the words, rather 
than reading fluently; however, she is insistent 
that what she reads make sense, stopping and 
trying again if something doesn’t look right, 
sound right, or make sense. 

Apply Reading Standards (Comprehension) 
Determine what a 1G text says explicitly and 
make logical inferences from it.

See Cold Read 
Record on page 28. 
Minimum score of 
2 on one Cold Read 
Text.

Scores TitlesScores TitlesScores Titles

A reader who is proficient at all of the above enters 1G with .60 points.  cient at all of the above enters 1G with .60 points.  

b c d f g hb c d f g hb c d f g h
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 Entry Requirements: Cumulative Record

1G

Student 

a get lots
all go love
am had me
an has my
and have no
are he of
at here on
be I one
big in said
can is see
can’t it she
come like that
do little the
down live there
for look they

Common Core State Standard Foundational Skills 3c: Read common high-frequency words by sight. Read common high-frequency words by sight.

 1G Entry Requirements: Power Words Check Entry Requirements: Power Words Check

To begin 1G, know 25 of these words at Flash Speed. By the end of 1G, know ALL 60 words.

1G

Apply Foundational Skills

CCSS F.K.4 
Read with sufficient 
accuracy and 
fluency to support 
comprehension.

Active Reading Strategies
Read with purpose and understanding. Stop and try again if something doesn’t look right, sound right, or make sense. Self-correct ALL errors that 
interfere with meaning. (Example: In most contexts, reading “like” for “love” doesn’t change the meaning and still matches the initial letter sound, 
while reading “little” for “love” would not make sense.)

If the answer to the above question is No, STOP and move student to an easier level.
If the answer is Yes, continue on to Reading Standards. (See specific questions on Cold Read Text Pages.)

Apply Reading Standards
Comprehend 1G text
See specific questions on Cold Read Text Pages

Student Response

CCSS RL/I.K.1 
With prompting and 
support, ask and answer 
questions about key 
details in a text.

Basic Comprehension

Making Inferences

Total Points (A minimum score of 2 is required in order to enter 1G.)

Given an unfamiliar 1G text (Cold Read), and NO help of any kind:

Running Record
Record all errors as the student reads the passage. Indicate self-corrections.

Error/Miscue Analysis
Needs work on this 
initial letter sound

 1G Entry Requirements: Cold Read Record

Title:________________________________________________________________________________________________       Date:_________________________________   

 1G
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Word Solving
“Let” and “out” are not Power Words. Students who understand what they are reading 
will be able to figure these words out using the initial sound, picture clues, and syntax. 

Let Me In by
Marilyn Pitt and Jane Hileman
American Reading Company

POWER50

1G Power Words

I   want    to    come   in   are  you  there   me  do  go

I want to come in. I want to come in.  
I want to come in.

 1G Entry Requirements: Cold Read Text A

CCSS 
RL.K.1

Basic 
Comprehension
What happened in 
this story? 

Making Inferences
How do you think 
mom feels at the 
end? What in this 
book makes you 
think that?

There you are. Do you 
want to come in?

Are you there?  
Let me in.

I want to go out.  
Let me out.

5
6

7

1G Through 2R
If you feel that you need more information, use the 
Entry Requirements pages.

If the level is correct: DONE. Student’s level can now 
be entered in SchoolPace.

If level needs to be adjusted up or down, repeat 
Steps 4 and 5 at the appropriate level.
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Or Entry Requirements

Or Independent Reading Level Assessment 5.00 - 5.99
 Entry Requirements: Cumulative Record 

Student  ________________________________________ Teacher ___________________________ Room  _______ Date Started ________

Evidence/Date Date 
Completed

Academic 
Vocabulary in 

Current Schema
CCSS L.5.6

Demonstrate Command of an Academic 
Vocabulary of Approximately 3,000 Words
Have approximately 3,000 academic 
vocabulary words in reading vocabulary 
available for comprehending Or level text.

Use either the Academic 
Vocabulary Infrastructure 
for Leveling OR the Academic 
Vocabulary in Current Schema
on page 179. Minimum score 
of 5.

Scores Dates

Comprehension
CCSS RL/I.5.1

Read and Comprehend Unfamiliar Or Text
Determine what a text says explicitly and make 
logical inferences from it. 

See Cold Read Record on page 
180. Minimum score of 9 on one 
Cold Read Text.

Scores TitlesScores Titles Dates

Range of Reading
CCSS RL/I.5.10

Demonstrate Ability to Finish an Or Chapter 
Book
Read and finish an Or novel, including 
demonstrating comprehension and a 
command of the vocabulary used in the text. 

After reading an Or chapter 
book, student is able to tell 
what problem the main 
character faced and how the 
problem was resolved.

Yes or No Titles Dates

Demonstrate Ability to Read and 
Comprehend Or Informational Text
Read an Or informational text, including 
demonstrating comprehension and a 
command of the vocabulary used in the text. 

After reading an Or 
informational text, student is 
able to tell what s/he learned 
and show where in the text s/he 
learned that information. 

Yes or No Titles Dates

                                                                                                                                                      
                        

Demonstrate Ability to Read in a New Genre
Read an Or Biography, Historical Fiction, or 
Science Fiction text. 

After finishing an Or biography, 
historical fiction, or science 
fiction book, student is able to 
tell what the main character 
faced and how the problem was 
resolved.

Yes or No Titles Dates

A reader who is proficient at all of the above enters Or with 5.00 points.  5 . 0 0

 Entry Requirements: Cumulative Record 
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Or Entry Requirements: Cold Read Record

Title:______________________     
Given an unfamiliar Or text (Cold Read), and NO help of any kind:

Fluently Decode Or text Evidence/Student Response Score

CCSS F.5.4 
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

• 99-100% word accuracy Yes or No

• Appropriate rate and expression Yes or No
• Stop and try again when 

something doesn’t look right, 
sound right, or make sense

Yes or No

If answer to any of the above questions is No, STOP TEST and move student to an easier level. Any student having trouble with decoding is most likely working at or below 2R. 

Comprehend Or text
See specific questions on Cold Read Text Pages Evidence/Student Response Score

Weak...........Strong

CCSS RL/I.5.1 
Quote accurately from a text 
when explaining what the 
text says explicitly and when 
drawing inferences from a text.

Basic Understanding 1     2     3     4

Making Inferences 1     2     3     4

Using Comprehension to Infer 
Reasonable Word Meanings 1     2     3     4

Cold Read Proficiency Total: A minimum score of 9 points on ONE Cold Read Text is required in order to enter Or. Total Points

Student  ________________________________________ Teacher ___________________________ Room  _______ Date ______ 
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Bud, Not Buddy
by Christopher Paul Curtis
Random House

Or Entry Requirements: Cold Read Text A

CCSS 
RL.5.1

Basic 
Comprehension
Using details from 
the text, what is 
happening so far in 
this story?

Making Inferences
How does Bud feel 
about going to a new 
foster family? Use 
evidence from the 
text to support your 
answer.

Inferring 
Reasonable Word 
Meaning
What is the meaning 
of the phrase 
“sounding like little 
firecrackers going 
off”? Use evidence 
from the text to 
support your answer.

5

6

Wt Through Gl
Show the student the Range of Reading Entry Requirement: It says here that in order 
to be in this level, you will need to fi nish a chapter book and an informational text in this 
level and be able to prove to me that you understood them both. Go read a chapter book 
and an informational text at the __ level. When you are done, if you can prove to me that 
you understood what you read, you will have earned the __ color level. 

Note: If student has already completed this Entry Requirement, discuss the book(s) now.

If level needs to be adjusted up or down, repeat Steps 4 and 5 at 
the appropriate level.

Next Step

IRLA  1071R

 1R Entry Requirements: Cold Read Text D

CCSS RI.2.1

Basic 
Comprehension
Tell me three things 
the text says about 
Katherine Johnson.

Making 
Inferences
The author says 
that history books 
should teach about 
Katherine Johnson. 
What reasons does 
she give?

Less than one hundred years ago, 
there were no computers. If people 
needed to do difficult math problems, 
they had to do them with pencils, 
paper, and their brains.

People who did math like this as 
their jobs were called “computers” 
because they solved, or “computed” 
math problems.

Katherine Johnson worked as a 
computer for the Space Task Force. 
The math work she did was very 
important. 

More than 50 years later, President 
Barack Obama gave her the Medal 
of Freedom, the highest award one 
can earn.

Katherine 
Johnson

One of the Women  
Who Took  

Us to Space

Have you heard of Katherine 
Johnson? Most history books don’t 
teach about her, but they should. 

Her math helped make sure the first 
flights into space were a success. Her 
math helped make sure the first moon 
landing happened. 

Women and the Space Race
by Gina Cline
American Reading Company

WOMEN AND THE 
SPACE RACE

Log in to SchoolPace and visit 
the IRLA Resource Center to 
watch videos of the initial 
leveling process in action . 

Step-By-Step Videos
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Power Goal #2: Engagement
Learn to love reading/books. (Maybe in 
a new series, genre, topic, author, etc.)

Power Goal: #1 Agency*
Authority over text: I self-monitor and 
problem-solve to make sure what I read 
make sense.  

when Yes

Initial Power Goals for  
All Students

 
Power Goal #3 Strategic Instruction/Moving Levels

RTM to 3Y
RTM: 500 Book Kid 
or English Language 
Development 

1Y: Tracking

2Y: Self-prompt/cross 
check initial consonant 
sounds

3Y: Learn to recognize 
Power Words on sight

1G to 2R
Word Solving: Use the 
IRLA Entry Requirement 
Pages for this level to 
locate a specific Word 
Attack Skill/Strategy.

Wt and Up
Academic Vocabulary: 
Start with noticing 
and learning new 
vocabulary from 
reading.

Range of Reading:  
I regularly read  
full-length texts (novels, 
biographies, etc.) for my own 
purposes. 

* Reminder: For a level to be considered independent, a student should have  
basic comprehension of text. If a student does not have basic comprehension, 
stop and refocus the conference to identifying his/her correct level.

Finding Power Goals
How to Use the IRLA

Formative Assessment Protocol                                 

1

Is this level 
easy enough 
for this 
student?

Can the student read the words and 
ideas fluently and problem-solve 
99% of challenges without teacher 
help of any kind?

___No. Stop and re-focus the conference on 
identifying the student’s correct level.

___Yes. Continue to work on identifying the 
student’s Power Goal.

2
Is this student 
an engaged 
reader?

Does this student read at home? 
Regularly finish books? Read for his/
her own reasons, not just because 
school assigns it?

___No. Stop and make an action plan.

___Yes. Continue to work on identifying the 
student’s Power Goal.

3
Where should 
I coach this 
student?

Does this student need more 
coaching in this level or is s/he ready 
for coaching towards the next level?

___This level.

___Next level.

4

What one 
thing could 
the student 
learn next 
in order to 
progress?

Look at the IRLA

a) Entry Requirements

b) High-Point Values 

c) Transition/Exit Requirements

Ask the student what s/he thinks 
s/he should work on.

Student Power Goal:

Make sure the student can say what  
s/he will learn/do, why, and how s/he will 
know when it is accomplished.

5 What next?

___ Teach now

__  Assign to Small Group with 
others who need this same P.G.

___ Identify a way the student can 
work on  P.G. without me and set 
a date when I will check his/her 
progress.

Action Plan:

when Yes

The ability to listen to a student read 

for 2 or 3 minutes and identify the 

most important ONE thing he needs to 

practice/learn next in order to improve 

(the Power Goal) is the fundamental 

skill of teaching reading. 

This ability is what distinguishes a 

reading specialist from a classroom 

teacher. You can’t learn this from 

coursework. You can’t learn this while 

working with groups of children. It 

comes from hundreds of hours of 

watching/coaching students one at a 

time as they read. This is the teaching 

skill you will be developing every day.

Note
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